Abstract -A hierarchically structured Petri iiet synthesis metliotl. iiicluding both top-dowii and bottom-up constructions, is proposed. The iiictliotl allows multiple inputs and outputs in wliich: if at soi~ie instance of time exactly one input is activatcd. then the system will coiisuine the iiiput and will produce exactly one output after some finite length of time. T h e top-down approach provides a stepwise refinement which enforces the input-output constraints for each subsystem in the refinement. The bottom-up approach provides sequential, parallel, and loop constructions: while again enforcing the inputoutput constraints during the construction. The paper concludes with a small manufacturing example.
I. INTRODUCTION
Petri nets 1ia.ve been proposed for modeling and analyzing concurrent systems 13, 4, 61. But, most, syst.enis that. arise from practical applications are very coiiiples and prac.t.ically uiimanageable. For this rea.soii ~ modular const.ruct ion met,hods provide a mechanism t,o manage t.he complexities of a large system that can be built. out of well uiiderstood smaller subsystems. One way to do this is through Petri net synthesis based on some prescribed coiistruct,ion rules which preserve certain logical properties as thc coiistruciion progresses. Petri nets can lie construci,ed i n either a top-down or a bottom-up maliner. Top-down synthesis ['i! 8 , 101 usually begins witli an initial model of the systmi. Then, by expanding places or t,ransit,ions. refinement: is clone in a stepwise manner to incorporat.e a more detailed description of t.he syst.em ini.0 islie model. In tlie bot,tom-up approaches [l, 2. 5: 93, a system is treat.ed as tlie composition of independent subsyst.ems which satisfy certain properlies. Eacli subsystem is modeled separately while ignoring interactions with other subsystems. These subsysiems are t*lien combined through conmion p1a.ces and/or transitions into a larger subsystem a.t each synt,hesis step. The reader ina,y refer t80 [I 11 for a dehiled summary with synthesis esa.inples for such niet,liods. ln this pa.per, a (sub)syst,em a.t. t,he cxrrent abst,ractioii level is viewed as a blackbox with multiple inputs and outputs that tra.iisfornis input d a t a into output, data. For this purpose the set, of places of a net is divided into input pla,ces, output pla.ces, and internal places. T h e internal places and the transitions are hidden from the outside.
Imposing some 1/0 and initial constraints, we propose a hierarchical structuring technique for hybrid syiithesis of Petri nets which model subsystems. The synt,hesis process is divided into t,wo major phases : (1) (the top-down phase) Starting from the initial highlevel abstraction, we show how stepwise refinenlent can I,c ma.de so t1ia.t. the 1/0 c.onstraint.s are enforced in a.
lower level a.bstract,ion of the syst.em. Using this approa ch ! each in termedi a.t.e a.bs t.rac t ion in ain t.a.i ns the sequencing of t.ransitions wit.11 respect, t,o(w.r.t for short,) the initial high-level descript.ion. (2) (the bot,tom-up pha.se) We propose a set of interconnection rules for the subsystems so that tlie I/@ constraints can be gua.ranteed when they are interconnect,ed int,o a Petri net t,o represent sequence, fork-join, and loop structures. As a result, our hybrid a.pproach preserves logical properties such as deadlock freedom, liveness, and boundedness while making it, possible to represent. several useful s t r u c t u res among the su line t,s.
The paper is organized as follows. Section I1 briefly describes the Petri net model. Section I11 formalizes the stepwise refinement, process. Section I\' shows how incremental analysis can be performed and section 1" presents a set of intercorinection structures with which we can maintain the 1/0 constraints. In section V I y we present our hybrid procedure for Petri net synthesis. Section VI1 presents am a.utomated manufactmuring sys-[.em demonstrating our approa.ch, and section VI11 is t,he A Petri i i e l slruclure is a 3-t8uple N = ( P , T , F ) , where P is a finitme set of places, T is a finite set, of transilioi~i, and F C (P x T) U (T x P) is a set of a.rcs (flow rela.tions). We a.ssunie t,Iia.t AT is o r d m a r y , i.e., the weight associat,ed witah each arc is one. The number of places (transitions) in N is denoted as IPI (/TI). When A' is given and F is known, we a.lso denote N = (P,T).
As a convent.ion, we use p for a place and t for a transition. We cleiiot,e *t = { y J ( p , t ) E t'} as the set of iiiput places of t.ransition t and t* = { p I ( t , p ) A system can be modeled from top-down: the syst,eiii is decomposed into subsystems; then each subsystem is further decomposed into sub-subsyst,ems, etc. The hierarchical structure of the system can be depicted by a.
tree, called a structure tree of the system, denoted as J E LA' stands for a subsystein at the current level of abst,raction. \Ve start modeling the system at a relatively high level of abstract,ion, i.e., the system consists of only a few subsystems. Then we specify the set of properties the overall system is supposed to have as the speczfication of the syst.em's behavior. 
ST. Each node in ST h a s

R.G(N, M O ) .
We assume that R G ( N , A40) satisfies conditions B1-83, unless otherwise specified, in the rest of this paper.
Lemma 1 Suppose M? is reachable from MI via U in RG (N,A4,,) , where A4,(p'"') = 0. Let R = lubT-qI. (4) 
A . P e t r i Ret Expansion
The detailed Petri net for J is called the whitebox Petri net for J , i : I/VM(p:,,) = 0.
Step 1: Initially, set N' as N .
Step 2: Delete p'"' and all its input and output tram direct an edge froin t ; , to q : " .
direct. an edge from qAV, to tb,,.
( From now 011, when we refer to a Petri net N , we mean A7 E P N , uiiless otherwise specified.
B. Property Preservation,
We now discuss the set of properties in R G ( R G ( N , h4,) Firing Sequence: ES, = ESk,.
Deadlock:
R G ( h r , Ma) is deadlock free iff R G ( N o , M O , , ) is deadlock free. Liveness:
V. INTERCONNECTION STRUCTURES discuss a set of interconnection structures with which we can provide substantial parallelism while maintaining the 1/0 constraints A1 through A3.
If we assume t,liat each subsystem Ji sa.tisfies the constraints A1 through A3, and we formulate the mappings for the output to input. connections a.ppropriately(see [13] for detail), we can hierarchically construct systems from subsystems in sequential, parallel, and loop forins as shown in Fig. 4(a) ,(b), and (c), respectively. Then, it, can be shown that for each of these constructions the constructed syst,em preserves properties A1 through A3. For the loop construct, however, an additional assumption tha.t, the loop exit.s after a finite number of steps has t,o be ma.de.
VI. PROCEDURE FOR PETRI NET SYNTHESIS
A method for constructing a Petri in a top-down manner is given using the proposed hierarchical structuring technique in the init,ial stages of construction and in a I~ott~oin-up 3 ( 4 ) . Loading from the raw inaterial stora.ge to machine l(2) is automatically executed. Ma.chine unloa.ding and transfer operations are done by robot l(2). Finally, the assembly process is conducted with the help of robot 1 and robot 2. We assume tIia.t, 1) the supply of raw inaterial is limited aiid tlie availabilit,y of the raw mat.eria.1 can be determined at. a n y time during the system csccution; 2) the finished product will be taken away immediat~ely. The net, i n Fig. G(a) is chosen as the init.ia.l a.bstraction of the system. It. is easy to show t h t t,he net, sa.tisfies the 1 / 0 constraints and is bounded and dea,dlock-free. We presented a hybrid Petri net synthesis method combining top-down and bottom-up techniques. The proposed method uses a top-down method to expand an internal place of a blackbox Petri net a t ea.ch step of a.bstraction, then, at each abstraction level, uses a bottomup method to interconnect the resulting blackbox subnets into sequential, parallel, or loop structures. Using t,liis approach, the result,ing Petri net preserves logical properties of the initial Petri net in terms of deadlock freedom, liveness, and boundedness. By t.liis approach, the usual necessary costly reachability analysis for the final Petri net can be avoided and replaced by a much simpler reachability analysis of only the highest level Petri net. We are considering applications to space mission operations, where the Petri net would be used to analyze the overall correctness of sequencing operations. A simple example of this approach, along with an object oriented technology is given in [la] . The example in section VI1 illustrates how the approach might be useful for manufacturing systems.
We believe that this approach allows many behaviors to be modeled naturally by introducing multiple inputs/outputs along with the 1/0 constraints. A generalization of tlie 1/0 constraints, however, might be necessary to manage large and complex systems that come from practical applications.
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